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Editorial

All the articles in this double issue of the
deal in one way or another with
British taste in the arts. They are in this
sense connected with Temple Newsam, for
country house museums must of their
nature be museums of taste; in fact this is
one of the things distinguishing them from
folk museums
furwhich superficially
nished rooms and all the rest of it seem
to perform a similar function. The great
houses opened by their owners to the
public at certain times, are, in their turn,
quite distinct for they are lived in and
human
bric-a-brac, even in the best
circles, can never, thank goodness, be completely tidied away.
No, the country house museum is something which belongs to the twentieth
century and from the curatorial point of
view, is still in the experimental stage. The
dangers are rife a middle-course has to
be steered between the Scylla of the
'museum atmosphere'nd
the Charybdis
of the 'imitation home'. According to the
motive behind the claim it could be maintained that, for example, Temple Newsam
was the finest possible visual aid to education or that it was simply a pleasure palace
of a particularly lavish kind. The truth is
that it is both and that many people,
regarded as eccentric by some of their
fellows perhaps, enjoy being educated or
perhaps one should say informed.
Certain it is that people who come to
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country house museums should be able to
find out what it is that they are enjoying;
it can't be right, for instance, that anyone
should go away thinking that the sedan
chair they saw was an eighteenth-century
telephone box.
There are three ways of providing
information, one animate and two inanimate sometimes horribly so. You can
have human guides to take parties round;
but there are many snags for so much
depends on the individual, his memory,
his taste, and not least his ability as a
raconteur. The most popular guides are
often those with the most vivid imaginations who regale their audiences with tales
of murder, ghosts and secret passages. It is
very hard to stop them; for it is really a
question of demand and supply. Then there
is the room-to-room
guide; observation
will show that many public man-hours are
spent looking at the book and trying to fit
a description to an object. Everything
must be described or, in the interests of
economy, only the most important items
which may well not be what the reader
is interested in. When furniture is moved,
of course, the whole thing becomes a kind
of quiz to find the missing piece not
likely to appeal to the less mobile connoisseur. It should be added here perhaps
that the increase in the collections alone
means that rooms must be changed; it is
very rarely that one can simply add a new

—
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piece of furniture or a picture without
upsetting the whole layout.
The answer must surely lie in the third
alternative
labels. But it would be a kind
of auctioneers'ightmare
if on entering a
room everything was seen to be ticketed.
The ideal solution would be for labels to
appear only when wanted and it is something like this that we have had the
temerity to attempt at Temple Newsam.
By placing labels flat on the top of dados
fortunately most of the rooms have these
useful architectural features
and as near
the object as possible, they cannot in fact
be seen until one is close enough to read
them. Such a scheme will take time it is
surprising how many things there are in
the house but one day everything will
have its label and visitors will be able to
enjoy the full visual impact of each room
before they find out the details. Indeed
they will go from the general to the
particular which is surely as it should be.

—

—
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On Patronage
In 1735, Christopher Reyner, "facepainter", lay languishing in Ouzebridge
gaol at York, and in a desperation born of
his situation, applied to "my patron"
Charles, third Earl of Carlisle, the builder

of Castle Howard, to intercede for his
release. The responsibilities of patronage

rarely call for such all-embracing services,
but it is true that the more one studies
English art and architecture, the more
regional does it often become, and that
many significant events and people had
their origins in the north. It is the purpose
of this article to trace the activities of a
number of art patrons living in Yorkshire
in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
the third Earl of Carlisle, the first Duke
of Leeds, the Robinson family and William
Weddell of Newby. What is true for them
is true to a lesser extent of the patrons (Sir
William Wentworth among them) who

—
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Kiveton House, a

detail from
Badeslade's vieto.

sent William Kent to study architecture
in Italy and Thomas Chippendale to set
up in London.
The career of the 3rd Earl of Carlisle
is reasonably well defined, except in the
his travels in
aspect here mentioned
Italy in the late seventeenth century. He
returned from them with objects for his
collection and with sufficient appreciation
of grand architecture to employ Sir John
Vanbrugh to build Castle Howard for
him. We examined the interior decoration
of this house in detail in the previous issue
of this Calendar (No. 45).
The third Earl's notebook is full of
details of poets he admired and Cardinals
and other dignitaries he had met. He mentions that Bernini had been dead some five
years. This would date his travels to about
1690, when he was twenty-one years old.
In the recent Royal Academy winter

—

exhibition which surveyed "The Age of
Charles II" was an imperious portrait
(reproduced here) by Sir Godfrey Kneller
of Thomas Osborne, first Duke of Leeds
(1620—1712). The Duke was one of the
leading politicians of his day, Treasurer of
England, Lord President of the Council
and an active supporter of the Prince of
Orange. Whilst described by contemporaries as the "thin ill-natured ghost" and
"a gentleman of admirable natural parts,
great knowledge and experience... but
of no reputation with any party" he amassed a considerable fortune and in the later
years of his career spent large sums on
building and decoration. This expenditure
can be partly traced in the family documents deposited in the library of the
Yorkshire Archaeological Society. Particularly is this so for his house, Kiveton (Pl. 1)
which lay near to the Sheffield —
Worksop
road. This was built 1694—1704, and
pulled down (regrettably so, for it would
have been as revered as Belton or Chatsworth) about 1812.
Dr. Margaret Whinney and Mr. John
Harris have each discussed various aspects
of the career of William Talman, Comptroller of the Works to William III. An
elevation of Kiveton by Talman at the
library of the Royal Institute of British
Architects leads us to assume that the
original conception of Kiveton, and the
suggested list of master craftsmen to be
employed, emanated from Talman. Yet in
the many documents about the detailed
building of the house it would be possible
with a great deal of painstaking research
to establish exactly almost when each door
Talman's name
and window was inserted
is nowhere mentioned. A careful examination of these documents
no
suggests
reason for this except that many noblemen
had cause to be disappointed
when
him by his expensive and
employing
arrogant ways'.
The responsibility of erecting the house
at Kiveton fell to Daniel Brand and his
son Daniel. His agreement and accounts
survives and sho~ that on the structure,
apart from decoration, some /10,344 4s. 6d.
was spent in eight or nine years. An extract
of these disbursements survives and shows
all the varied items needed, lead, stone

—
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from the "home quarries", nails, ropes
"scaffolding stuff" and
and ladders,
scaffolds, coal to burn bricks and tiles,
timber (principally deal board for flooring), locks, hinges and so on. William
Willis and John Hallam, of Heath in
Derbyshire, agreed to lay the floors, and
John Chaplin, a master joiner from London
who had worked at Chatsworth
and
Dyrham, agreed all the prices for his
work in January 1697-8.
Briefly, and without the lengthy preamble, these were as follows (I have
modernised the spelling):
"for every square yard
of old wainscoat fitted
10$d. p. sq. yard
up
for every square yard of
new wainscoat with
whole deal or sht. deal 17d. p. sq. yard
for every square yard of
bead work
20d. p. sq. yard
for new bolection work
2/- p. sq. yard"
(moulding)
Any wainscoat, doors, window shutters,
cornices, wrought pediments or arches
made and set up were to be the subject of
separate settlement according to their
complexity. Chaplin was to receive g2
for each journey he made from London to
Kiveton and the expenses of first conveying
his workmen and tools there.
Similar agreements were presumably
made with all the master craftsmen
employed, but for the remainder we only
know their names and the amounts they
received
with one further
exception.
Laguerre's contract and drawing for the
ceiling paintings survives and was published4 in 1956.
It is usually a feature of any impressive
late seventeenth-century house to be richly
decorated. Belton, Chatsworth, Dyrham,
the Royal residences at Windsor and
Hampton Court spring readily to mind.
To Kiveton came the craftsmen necessary
to the creation of such splendour. Thomas
Highmore for painting, Louis Laguerre
for the history paintings
other than those
over doors and in panels on the stairs
which were by Hauduroy
plasterwork
by Henry Margetts, ironwork by the great
French smith, Jean Tijou, whose daughter
was married to Laguerre, and carved

—
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Thomas Osborne, first Duke

Sir Godfrey Kneller.
Collection: The Earl

of Leeds,

of Leicester.

by

over the chapel altar, by
Maine of Oxford, one of the
most talented contemporaries of Grinling
Gibbons.
Within, the house must have presented
to contemporary eyes a lavish scene. There
were twenty-four chimney pieces, that in
the great dining room being largely
composed of rich purple marble. As at
Dyrham, gilt leather panels hung in the
lower vestibule. Some twelve feet high
and ranging in width from a foot to
4 ft. 6 in. wide, they would vie for attention with Maine's superb wood-carving,
Laguerre's
painting
representing
the
history of the marriage between Psyche
and Cupid, and the fifty-six painted
panels over doors and chimney-pieces.
The staircase balustrading was probably
by Tijou, as also the entrance gates shown
in the detail (Pl. I ) from Badeslade's
view of the house. Tijou's "disciple",
John Gardom, who worked at Chatsworth,
agreed in 1700 to do the more minor ironwork, gates to kitchen gardens and so
forth. As for the Duke, his personal estate
"besides leases and grants, Household
Goods and Furniture" was valued in 1699
at f41,436 9s. 10d. The payments to the
craftsmen were as follows and brought the
total expenditure on his house, other than
furniture, to $ 15,028 18s. 6d. in the years
woodwork,

Jonathan

1694-1704.

Surveyor-Contractor:
Daniel Brand
2,693 16 11
House Painting:
Thomas Highmore
144 16 8
Iron-work: Jean Tijou
206 0 6
History-Paintings:
Louis Laguerre
279 7 3
Wood-Carving:
Jona han Maine
103 16 0
Plasterwork:
Henry Margetts
372 16 6
Stone-Cutter: James Hardy 130 4 6
Joinery: John Chaplin
706 14 8
Purchases of Crown Glass
47 1 0
The Duke's partronage of artists and
cabinet-makers must, of course, have been
a very considerable one but very few
documentary
details of this survive. A
careful examination of his bank-account
at the Child's branch of Glyn Mills might
allow a little more detail to be provided.

For the moment, however, we do not know
the author and cost of the fine settee and
day-bed at Temple Newsam House, which
bears his ducal coronet and which was
formerly at Kiveton and Hornby Castle
and presented to us in 1950 by Sir Henry
Price. Osborne was created first Duke of
Leeds in 1694, and the suite is probably
within a year or so in date. It is illustrated
in colour in the Dictionary of'nglish
Furniture which describes the day-bed as
"one of the most important specimens of
late Stuart furniture in existence, both on
account of design and upholstery". The
woodwork is of beech, painted black and
gilt. The scrollwork of the cresting centres
on the Duke's cypher and coronet. The
taper legs are connected by oval stretchers.
It is however the fiowered Genoa velvet
of the upholstery which forms the grand
finishing touch.
The Duke's "Book of Extra Payments"
c. 1701, mentions only one upholsterer,
"Hibbert" s, but there is no other evidence
as yet to connect him with any of the
furniture formerly in the Duke's collection.
With his wife, and his son and daughterin-law, Lord and Lady Osborne, he
attended Queen Anne's Coronation, hiring
the coronets from his banker, Sir Francis
Child, for f36 8s. 10d. His portrait was
painted by Kneller, by a follower of Lely
(that now in the National Portrait Gallery)
and the one by Johann Kerseboom and
Jan van der Vaart, signed by both artists
in 1704, is loaned to the Ministry of Works
by the present Duke of Leeds.
Peregrine, the second Duke of Leeds,
married Bridget Hyde, the step-daughter
of Sir Robert Vyner, Banker and Goldsmith to Charles II. Sir Robert was one of
the most famous members of the family
which in the names of Aislabie and Vyner
has long been seated at Studley Royal,
near Ripon. The switch-over to our next
subject, the Robinson family, is complete
when we remember
that Sir William
Robinson (1655—1736) married Mary Aislabie of Studley Royal. The close connections of the Newby and Studley Royal
families means that the relevant documentation is in the two collections of
manuscripts6.
Sir William's main interest for us is his

employment of Colen Campbell to build
Newby (now Baldersby) Park, near Ripon
for him in 1720—21. This much was known
from the plates which appeared in Campbell's Vilruvius Britannicus. Campbell used
as the foreman on the site William Etty
of York, who had been clerk of works to
Sir John Vanbrugh in the later years of
work at Castle Howard, and at Seaton
Delaval.
Sir William writes on May 3rd [1720—I]
to his son Metcalfe, on whom he is
shall goe to Newby
settling the estate,
for this summer, shall have enough trouble
in pulling down an old house &. building
a Wing of a new one". On May 26th he
hopes that when Metcalfe has "settled all
Mr Cambcll
yr matters &. discours'd
about yr Library &. Gallery you will come
down & see it finished to yr mind." His
letter of June 2nd makes it clear that the
"main house" was by Campbell, and to be
left in detail to his son's fancy, and that
the wing which "wee are busy building"
was by Etty who "assures me it will not
cost above f200". Three days later he
writes again to his son "Yr house at
Newby begins to appear above ground. I
am very intent on that design, having near
fifty workmen. Etty has been here all this
week, is gone to Admirall De Lavalls
ISeaton Delaval], to lay ye foundation of
his house & will return next week, by
Topcliff fair." The family were also known
to Vanbrugh. Mary Robinson writes to
her brother from York
"Mr Vanbrook is at Castle Howard. My
Lrd is erecting in his Park a noble
Piller* in memory of ye Duke of Marlborough & all his great victorys"
and a little later in the same letter, "we
have had dined here Mr Vanbrook & all
Vanye broaken officers in
brugh probably maintained a connection
with soldier friends, a reminder that he
had held a commission with the Earl of
Huntingdon's regiment until his appointment in 1702 as Comptroller of the Works.
The neighbouring estate of Newby was
sold in the middle of the eighteenth
century to William Weddell. He it was

"I

town...."

* The erection of this pillar in 1714-15 dates the
letter.

who engaged Robert Adam to redesign
and extend the house in order to provide a
suitable setting for his antique sculpture,
Gobelins tapestries and pictures. Weddell's
name often figures in the Robinson
correspondence for when he died in 1792
the Newby Hall estate passed to his greatnephew, Thomas Philip Robinson, third

Lord Grantham. In March 1765, Thomas
Gray wrote to his friend, the Rev. William
Palgrave, advising him to keep a record of
the tour of Italy he was about to undertake
with Weddell. * We have shown in a
previous issue of this Calendar that in the
1760's, Thomas,
second
Lord
early
Grantham, was on the Grand Tour in
Italy and that he wrote an interesting
letter contrasting
the merits
of the
fashionable
portrait-painters,
Pompeo
Batoni and Anton Raphael Mengs. It is
to this Thomas Robinson that Thomas
Jenkins writes in another letter, and which
directs our attention on Weddell's acquisi-

tion of his large collection of classical
statutary. This is still at Newby Hall in
the Statue Galleries designed by Robert
Adam, and decorated for the most part
in stucco by Joseph Rose, junior (1746—

99).

Thomas Jenkins (1722—98) was living
in Rome in 1752 with the artist Richard

Wilson. He became a dealer and agent for
English collectors, and also a banker in
Rome. Writing to Robinson on "June the
5 1765" from Rome, he says
"My Good Sir
I had duly the honour of yours from
Newby the 3d of Dec'ast, the Drawing
sent was really meant to be that which
you desired at the Villa Albani, but
since it is not the same the right one
shall be found out, and sent to you,
together with an Explanation of that
which you already have, as Soon as
Ever it can be obtained from Abate
Winckelman who is the Pope's Antiquarian, and the Cardinals Librarian:
by what means I know not, but most
assuredly an Involuntary
mistake, I
find in my possession two Ivory heads
by Pozzi your Property, the one represents Agrippina,
the other Antinous,
both which shall be sent you in one of
Mr Weddells Cases. When I had last

3.

William

Weddell,

Dance.
Collection: Major
Edtoard Compton.
by JVathaniel

the honour of writing to you, and
Mentioned the Collection I had made,
I then little thought the major part of
them was destined for Newby, your
Relation Mr Weddell, who has great
Judgment and taste, and having been by
yours and Mr Grants kind recommendation of me to him prejudiced in my
favour, has been pleased so far to honour
me with his confidence as to have purchased the greatest part of the Paintings
and Sculpture that I had. You may be
assured I was much Interested on this
occasion, and anxious to render the
Collection respectable to be worthy of
the Proprietor, and of you his Relation
and friend who have been so essentially
concerned in producing the Connection
without which, probably nothing woud
have been
The remainder of the letter concerns
itself (somewhat fulsomely) with saying
that "The most respectable objects in this
Collection" are a statue of Brutus, lifesize, and as a companion to it, a "Cast of
my Venus", both of which casts he sends as
gifts to Robinson. He concludes his letter
with a reference to the Barberini Venus,
now at Newby:
"My Venus is likewise Sold, but I have
orders not to say to whom, until she
makes her appearance in the habitation
destined for her: the obtaining permission for the sending her out of Rome was
at tended with no Small difficulties,
nothing less than an Express Licence
from the Pope himself being Necessary,
the which woud never have been
obtained had it not been for the fortunate Circumstance
of its being a
Naked female...."
This letter in Yorkshire focusses attention again on this remarkable incident—
even for Jenkins
in the acquisition of
classical statuary in Italy. From the various
authorities
listed by Adolf Michaelis'—
it appears that Gavin Hamilton discovered
the statue in the cellars of the Barberini
Palace, and gave it to the sculptor Pacili

done...."
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in exchange for some other marble. Pacili
restored it a head was added, the whole
body smoothed over, and it was then sold
to Jenkins for 1000 scudi. According to
another account, Jenkins bought the statue
for a hundred sequins of Hamilton direct,
while it was still without a head, and had
it restored by Cavaceppi. Anyway, Jenkins
brought the statue to light with its new
head in 1764, without stating where it had
been discovered, and asserted, as we learn
from Winckelmann's
letters that it had
been found intact. In 1765, according to
Casanova, Weddell bought it for 16,000
scudi (about 3,500) according to Heyne
for 6,000 but the "authorities" all differ
and this probably accounts for the story
that inviolable silence was promised and
observed on both sides about the price.
The Customs House authorities were
conscientiously informed of all repairs, so
carefully hidden from the buyer, so as to
lessen the duty on the permission to export
the treasure, the value of which was set
down in the Papal Chamberlain's
ofFice
as 300 scudi. These export
registers
warrants, dated March 27th, April 15th and
May 17, 1765, list the 19 chests full of
antiques and the Venus which John Dick,
the British Consul in Genoa and Weddell
sent to Newby.
William Weddell died in 1792. A
splendid classical monument was erected
in Ripon Minster. The inscription describes him as one in whom every virtue
that ennobles the mind was united with
every elegance that adorns it". The survival of Newby "all ornamented by Mr
Adam in his highest and indeed... best
taste", as the Countess of Bute wrote to
her friend Mrs. Delaney confirms us in
believing that Weddell was indeed such a
man, and one of the foremost patrons of
his time in Yorkshire.
In preparing this article I am indebted
to Miss A. G. Foster, tt.A. (Yorkshire
Archaeological Society); to Mr. Henry
Vyner, and Mr. A. T. Browne, Assistant
Land Agent, for help in consulting MSS.,
at Studley Royal; and to Mr. M. Collinson
Reference
(Leeds
Archives
Library,

$

"

Department).

portrait group by Nathaniel Dance showing
Weddell and Palgrave at Rome in 1765 is at Upton
House, Banbury. Exh. Portrait Groups in JVational
Trust Houses. Arts Council 1960-61. (20) repr. pl. 8.
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NOTES
1

Jnl. of the Warburg and Courtauld
1955 and 1960.

Institutes,

2

A list of these noblemen is given by H. M.
Dictionarv
Colvin, Biographical
of English

3

Yorkshire
Archaeological
Society Library.
Duke of Leeds MSS, Boxes, 3, 16, 32, 33 give
for the
most of the relevant documentation
building and decoration.
Burlington Magazine, November 1956.
Presumably John Hibbert who died in 1717.
Sir Ambrose Heal, London Furniture-Makers,

Architects,

4
5

6

Leeds Reference Library, Newby Hall MSS.;
Studley Royal Estate Office, Vyner MSS.,
listed by the National Register of Archives.
This latter source includes the Robinson
correspondence which refers to Campbell's
work at Newby Park, and to William Weddell,
and Thomas Jenkins.

7

A. Michaelis Ancient
1882, pp. 522 —34.

1954, p. 592.

1660-1860, 1956.

Marbles

in Great Britain,

G.W.B.

On Collecting
"Commerce, which carries along with it the curiosities and arts of countries, as well as the riches,
daily brings us something from Italy. How many valuable collections of pictures are there established
in England on the frequent ruins and dispersion of the finest galleries in Rome and other cities."
Horace WalPole. Introduction to Aedes Walpolianae 1743

(Works,

It is the purpose of this article to describe certain items of furniture recently
added to the Temple Newsam collections
and to set them against the broad pattern
of patronage and taste which produced
and acquired them.
The recent Royal Academy exhibition
which surveyed "The Age of Charles II"
enabled one to realise the superb quality
of some of the furniture produced in the
late seventeenth century. A love of rich
decorative effect was encouraged in particular by vogue for japanning, a main
feature of the fine cabinet of about 1690
illustrated here (Pls. 4—
6).
The East India Company had set the
fashion in Oriental taste by importing all
sorts of Chinese and Japanese objects,
including lacquer panels. Towards the
end of the seventeenth century the London
Gapette
advertised
frequently
"Jappan
Cabinets" for sale. The term "japan" at
this time was employed without it having
any geographical significance. As so often
since, close relations between the Courts of
England and France gave impetus to any
new decorative trend. Jesuit priests resident in China on their missionary
campaigns, studied the art and brought the
details back to France. Workshops for
at the Gobelins
laquage were installed
factory late in the seventeenth century.
Transference of ideas was swift, so that by
historian
1703 the Yorkshire
Ralph
Thoresby could write "I visited Mr.
Lumley, an excellent artist in many
respect, paints excellently, japans incomparably."

VoL

2, 1798)

In 1688 an important "text-book" of
art appeared, John Stalker and

this

George Parker's Treatise on japanning and
Varnishing. By studying Oriental specimens
and the activities of craftsmen in Holland
working under the aegis of the Dutch
East India Company they give a coherent
account which is still a basic work of
reference, and has ensured the book being
reprinted as recently as 1960. They explain
how the wooden cabinet was overlaid with
a preparation of "whiting and parchment
size in as many layers as deemed necessary,
permitting it to drie between every wash".
This was then polished and varnished (the
exact procedures are listed) until the
surface is made to "glissen and relects your
face like a mirror". The ground could then
be coloured, lampblack
being chiefly
used as in the case of our cabinet. The red
japan cabinets are incomparably splendid
but the matter is one of preference, and
purchaser was
the seventeenth-century
offered black, red, chestnut, "blew", olive,
yellow, green and counterfeit tortoiseshell

japan.

After the coloured ground, in this case
black, was sufficiently polished, the picture
or design was drawn on in gold-size mixed
with gum water. The parts to be in relief,
on the doors in particular, were put in with
a paste made from gum arabic water,
mixed with whiting and sometimes thickened with fine sawdust. This was dropped
with a rush pencil-stick until in sufficient
relief. The raised pattern was then polished
and gilded with various metal powders,
such as brass dust and green gold.
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4.

Cabinet, c. 1690. Black and gold lacquer panels.
Purchased 1960.

I

Detail of the drawers in the cabinet.

nr

~'ns I

,0 pahatl

6.

Detail of the soft-wood cresting to

the cabinet.

~11

I

The cabinet is crested by a profusion of
rich carving (Pl. 6) in softwood, subsequently gilded. French influence is shown
in the lambrequin ornament beneath the
basket of flowers. The stand has an apron of
foliage scrolls and scrolled cross stretchers.
The finials are missing from the stretchers,
but as they were always made to lift off,
and carved in a soft wood they were easily
broken. This no doubt accounts for their
disappearance.
It is too fanciful perhaps to regard one
piece of furniture as indicative of an entire
age, movement or taste. And yet with the
in
green velvet chair from Houghton
Norfolk there is enough to conjure up the
quiet squirearchy into which Sir Robert
Walpole was born, and in which the set of
chairs was perfectly acceptable. To mark
the completion of the house and collection,
Horace Walpole presented his father with a
catalogue raisonne of its treasures, entitled
conpedes Walpoli anae. The dedication
cludes "could those virtuous men, your
father and grandfather arise from yonder
church, how would they be amazed to see
this noble edifice and spacious plantations
where once stood their plain, homely
dwelling". Walpole of course was able to
contrast what stood before with the splendid new State Rooms largely created by
the taste and money of Sir Robert, and
William
the labours of, in particular,

Kent.
In the second volume of his standard
biography of Sir Robert Walpole, Dr. J.
H. Plumb has shown that Sir Robert did
not achieve success easily. Nevertheless, it
2000 a year
was with an income of some
that he started on a political career which
not only changed the fortunes of his family

$

but caused the erection and decoration of
a house which gave employment in doing
so to the best craftsmen in an age accusThe walls and
tomed to splendour.
furniture in the saloon are covered in
crimson Utrecht velvet, the Stone Hall has
impressive
chimneypieces
by Rysbrack,
the plasterwork is by the best known of the
Italian stuccatori, Giuseppe Artari, and the
ceiling paintings are by William Kent.
This mention of Kent reminds us that he
was the first English architect to take a
serious interest in furniture, seeking to

an harmonious
establish
relationship
between the item and its setting.
Kent was employed to decorate the
interior of Houghton c. 1726—31 . It is
unlikely that he had any hand in designing
the particular set of chairs we are discussing. Indeed his design for a table at
Houghton is dated November 1731. We
know little enough of Kent's work in
furniture
designing.
Very few actual
designs for furniture by him have survived.
A few were published by John Vardy in
Some Designs of Mr. Inigo jones and of
Mr. Ilrilliam Eent, 1744. Mr. John Harris
has recently showns that Kent derived his
ideas for designing certain armchairs at
Houghton from a book by Daniel Marot,
published in 1703, showing details of state
coaches. "This type of borrowing and
synthesis persists through Kent's repertory
a difficulty in tracing the sources for
his style might hint that he was an original
designer in a similar class to Andre
Charles Boulle". Mr. Harris concludes
however that this cannot be the case.
This digression has been necessary to
show that whilst it might easily be assumed
that furniture from Houghton presupposes
Kent's authorship such a thesis cannot be
held on grounds of style and dating for this
particular set of chairs. We should look for
the display of Kent's contribution to the
design of English furniture more in the
side tables from Boynton Hall and in
those from Ditchley (probably made by
Matthias
Lock) all now at Temple
Newsam House. There is here a strange
display of Kent's Palladian interests which
served well for the grand State Rooms at
and reflected the
Houghton,
of the first Minister in a way the
walnut chair never could.
The furniture makers of the eighteenth
century needed constantly to keep in mind
the needs of the collector. Coins, enamels,
cameos, jewels, miniatures,
prints, all
were gathered on the Grand Tour and
probably found their way into many
similar
cabinets to the one recently
acquired by Leeds Art Collections Fund.
Within its upper part, this cabinet,
made in mahogany and dated about 1745,
has thirty small drawers, and in all five
adjustable shelves. The "architectural"

...

'official'aste
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7.

Detat'l

oj'he chair
Pl. 8.

shown in

8.

Chair,

c. 1715-20.

Walnut with gilt
enrichments.
Purchased 1960.

treatment of the door panels and the
crisp carving combine to form an unusually
satisfying whole. This is a piece that needs
careful study to appreciate its finer points.
The brass bolts securing the doors still
slide with their original precision and
each shelf moves freely in any of the
horizontal grooves.
The Houghton chair was made in
walnut but this wood was too rare and
too brittle to be used in solid construction
and furniture makers quickly discovered
of lightness,
in mahogany
properties
strength and rich colouring
durability,
absent in oak and walnut. Large quantities
of mahogany were imported and when, in
1733, Walpole removed the duty from
timber, the trade increased,
imported
particularly with the West Indies. Temple
Newsam is fortunate in now possessing
two pieces of furniture which date from
the early use of this wood in England.
Both are cabinets for collectors that of
about 1735 given by Mrs. Frank Tugwell,
and the 1745 item described above. It is
mahogany again which is used in the four
of unusual delicacy
superb armchairs
which were purchased for Temple Newsam
House in January 1961, with the aid of a
grant from the Victoria and Albert
Museum. They are dated about 1760 and
style (Pls.
in the Chinese Chippendale

—

9.

Cabinet,

c. 1745.

Leeds ysrt Collections

Mahogany.
Fund, 1960.

Purchased

by

11—14).
We mentioned at the beginning of this
article the interest in oriental works of art
and the spread of the japanning processes
in Europe. As a youth, the architect Sir
William Chambers had been in the employ
of the Swedish East India Company and
had visited China. He was one of the few
European artists of his day who had such
an opportunity to study Chinese art. His
drawings, which he published in 1757 as
Designs
of Chinese Buildings, Furniture,

the

utensils..., came at a
time when intelligent interest in chinoiserie
was firmly established. Architects, cabinetmakers, chair-makers and all the dillettanti
struggled to conform to prevailing taste
Shebbeare in his Letters on the English
Nation said "every chair in an apartment,
the frames and glasses and tables must be
Chinese...." For ten years or so in the
middle of the century, struggling in comDresses, Machines and

J.
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petition with Horace Walpole's beloved
Gothic style, this mode persisted until
both were ousted by the neo-classical
revival.
The most prevalent of these borrowings
from the Chinese was the type of latticework, known as 'Chinese railing'o be
seen in the back of the chair (Pl. 12) under
review. The first engraved designs for this
'railing're found in William Halfpenny's
Jato Designs for Chinese Temples (1750), and
similar motifs are given in the Jato Book
of Chinese Designs (1754), by Edwards and
Darley and in the first edition, also of
celebrated The
1754, of Chippendale's

Director. It
and Cabinet-Maker's
Gentlemen
found its way into the parapets of teatables, trays, the tops of bookcases and
cabinets and applied to chairs and garden
seats. As for the Gothic style, a striking
example is the library table which formerly
of
belonged to 'Single Speech'amilton,
which a detail is shown for comparison.
The present chairs were presumably
part of a larget set and were probably made
about 1760 (according to the crest incorporated in the cresting) for George LaneFox, who was created Lord Bingley in
1762. The coronet on the chairs, having the
five leaves for Lane, rather than the usual
in use by a
three, was presumably
descendant of the Lanesborough family in
the female line. When the second Viscount
Lanesborough died in 1724, his heir was
his half-sister, Frances, who married Henry
Fox. They had three sons, of whom the
eldest, George, succeeded to the Lane
Bramham
Park,
(principally
property
Yorks., and Harcourt House, Cavendish
Square). On 22nd March, 1750—51, he
took the name of Lane before Fox by a
Act of Parliament and in 1762 was raised,
as stated, to the Peerage as Lord Bingley,
a title previously held by his father-in-law.
He died without issue in 1773 and was
succeeded by his nephew.
The maker of the chairs is unknownthe relevant
family papers at Leeds
Reference Library give no idea of any such
purchases. It is probable that the brass
castors were put on some years after the
chairs were made. Leather wheels were
usual until the 1770's when castors, all of
brass as these are, were available in fifteen

stock sizes. These are plate castors,
secured to the square leg by three screws.
The plates have been cut to fit the more
slender back legs. They are ingeniously
made having two small wheels, in addition
to the roller, which they balance and
support as it swings its full circle. Miss
D. M. Norris has kindly searched the
books for us
Birmingham metal-pattern
and reports that "Keep and Hinkley,
made
of Birmingham,"
brassfounders,
castors of this type. They do not appear in
the Birmingham directories earlier than
1841. The Birmingham Reference Library
has a catalogue for this firm bearing the
date 1845." It would seem therefore that
the castors were added sometime early in
the nineteenth century.
The collection of furniture at Temple
Newsam,
acquired over the years by
judicious purchase and often with generous
grants from such bodies as the Victoria and
Albert Museum, National Art —Collections
Fund, and the Leeds Art Collections Fund,
is now at a stage where it allows comparison and study on a scale almost unequalled
in the provinces. That this should be so in
a county which saw both the birth of
William Kent and Thomas Chippendale,
and within a few miles of the incomparable
furniture
at Nostell and
Chippendale
Harewood, is a reason for justifiable pride.
17
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Detail of'he cabinet
shown

in

Pt. 9.

Details

of

recent

~r

Furniture

acquisitions,
this artie!e

mentioned

in

1. CABINET, c. 1690

Fnglish, with black and gold lacquer panels in
the Chinese taste.
Carved and gilt cresting and stand.
Height: 7 ft. 5< in. Length: 3 ft. 5$ in. Depth:

i

I

%ii)$ g"=-

@I

Wli

2 ft. $ in.
Coll. Acquired

by the Victoria and Albert
Museum in 1927.
Purchased for Temple Newsam House,
1960, with the aid of a grant from the
Victoria and Albert Museum.
I.it. Dictionary of English Furniture, 2nd revd.

r

L.

edn. 1954, repr. p. 176.

2. CHAIR, c. 1715—20

English, walnut with gilt enrichments. Covered
green velvet. The Legs, hipped at
seat, end in hoof feet.
Height: 3 ft. 5s in. Height to seat: I ft. 6 in.
Width of seat: 1 ft. 11 in (front), I ft. 6 in. (back);
Depth of seat: 1 ft. 6$ in.
Coll. Formerly at Houghton Hall, Norfolk.
Purchased for Temple Newsam House,
1960, with the aid of a grant from the
Victoria and Albert Museum.
Exh. Royal Academy, 1955—6 English Taste in the
in emerald

il

I~i

Eighteenth Century No. 7.
Lit. Percy MacQuoid,?he Age of Walnut, 1938,
repr. p. 194;
Dictionary of English Furniture,
2nd revd.
edn. 1954, repr. p. 260.

3. CABINET, c. 1745
English,

mahogany.

The top contains two movable shelves and thirty
drawers; three shelves in lower portion.
Height: 7 ft. 5$ in.; Width overall: 3 ft. 8 in.;
Depth: 1 ft. 7$ in.
Coll. Acquired 1960 by the Leeds Art Collections
Fund, with a sum of money donated by a
group of Leeds printers.

11.

Armchair, c. 1760.
Mahogany, toith a
saddle-back seat.
In the 'Chinese

4. ARMCHAIRS, c. 1760. Four of a larger set.

English, mahogany,
with saddle-back
seats.
In the 'Chinese Chippendale'tyle.
Height overall (without castors): 3 ft. $ in.;
Height to seat: 1 ft. 5$ in.; Width of seat:
1 ft. 11 in. (front), I ft. 7 in. (back); Depth of
seat: 1 ft. 7sr in.
Acquired 1961 with the aid of a grant from
the Victoria and Albert Museum.

Chippendale'tyle.
Purchased

1961.

NOTES
1

2

Connoisseur

2"earbook,

Christopher

1954

English Country Houses,
H. Plumb,
Early Georgian, 1955, p. 72;
Sir Robert Walpole, vol. 2, 1961, pp. 81—4.

Burlington

Hussey,

Magazine,

J.

December 1950

G.W.B.
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12.

Detail of the arm chair shoton in Pl.

11.

13.

Detail of the Hamilton Iibrary Table.
In the Gothic style. Contrast saith Pl. 12.

14.

Detail of the delicate arm of the chair shown in Pl.

11.

15.

The elevation

of

the

courtyard of the Villa
Gi utia, Rome.
Mid-sixteenth-century
dratoing (Stockholm

Architectural

Drawings

By Arnold JVoach, D.Phil.

Why should architectural drawings be of
interest to the layman? This question,
asked by a friend some time ago, opened my
eyes. Why, indeed? If one has been studying a subject for many years the layman
tends to become a shadowy figure hovering
in the background of one's thoughts. A
simple, but hardly effectual, answer would
be: that in the eighteenth century, many
laymen collected such drawings, together
with engravings and books on architecture,

20

and that these
collections of
sculptors. To
although such

formed a corollary to their
drawings by painters and
this one might add that,
amateurs preferred to call
themselves
dilettanti,
where architecture
was concerned, they might rather be
called active patrons.
Yorkshire is a typical example of a
county where patrons took an active hand
whenever they had occasion to do so. A
walk through the park at Studley Royal

is enough to show that Aislabie knew what
was going on in the world of architecture.
A small example of his activity, the Temple
of Piety, shows us how active he was and
shows us also that he studied earlier
examples, for this charming temple front
could not have been built without knowledge of Antonio Labaco's reconstruction
of the Temple of Jupiter, an engraving
which in Aislabie's day was almost two
hundred years old.
So much for the intellectual climate of

collector of archithe eighteenth-century
tectural drawings. He had his use for those
drawings, for they represented an architecture which was still living and not a
style that belonged to the past. But in the
twentieth
century they have become
history and their interest is historical
without, however, losing an attraction
which is more and more noticeable as time
goes on. Architectural drawings are coming back into fashion and there are many
reasons why this should be the case.
It may have something to do with the
condition of the art market. The stock of
drawings coming into the sale rooms is
getting thinner and new markets must fill
the gaps left by the scarcity of
and the like. Another, more
important, reason is that we now regard
architectural drawings no longer entirely
as material for study, whatever that may
be. They have, to a small but marked
degree, decorative qualities which fit in
towards
tendencies
with the present
abstraction in design.
Most of the great public collections of
drawings possess at least a few boxes
drawings', which
marked 'architectural
are usually a rag-bag of designs, views of
cities, ornament and other items of an
variety. There exist,
often surprising
however, some collections which own a
little explored field in which any amount of
discoveries can still be made. The UfFizi,
with its hundreds of records of ancient
buildings is best known among these. The
Vatican Library owns even more, arranged
according to Papal reigns and the names of
noble families, as yet only partly explored.
In Stockholm two vast collections, both
acquired by the Royal Family in the
eighteenth century and now in the Print
artists'ketches

Room of the State Museum, are at present
being catalogued and are beginning to be
accessible to scholars. One of these coltogether by an
lections was brought
architect, Nicodemus Tessin, who travelled
all over Europe and collected architectural
drawings in such numbers that a visit to
Stockholm is essential for the student of
the history of French architecture in the
centuries.
seventeenth
and
sixteenth
Records of antiquity are assembled in the
National Library in Vienna as part of the
huge collection of an interesting, though
German, Philip von Stosch,
shadowy,
diplomat, adventurer and dilettante of the
early eighteenth century.
In England neither the architects nor
the amateurs fell behind. James
drawings are in the Ashmolean
Museum at Oxford and contain the fruit
of his travels in Italy. Here again one
notices how indiscriminately designs were
mixed with views, often by important
artists and not by architects. The collection
of William and John Talman is spread over
most of the Print Rooms of England, but
it must have been impressive when it was
still together as a whole.
We should expect to find at Windsor
architectural
Castle, at least among
drawings, a majority of designs by English
architects. Yet this is not the case. The
Royal collections, amongst the richest in
the country, were for the greater part
brought together in the first few years of
the reign of George III. Their provenance,
however, at least where the drawings are
concerned, is mainly Italy. In fact many of
the drawings in the collection as a whole,
and particularly architectural drawings,
were acquired from Italian sources in two
One of these
large-scale acquisitions.
sources was the British Consul in Venice,
Joseph Smith, friend and patron of
Canaletto and other artists, who in 1762
sold (in a genteel, non-commercial manner)
some of his collections to the King,
George III. The other was the collection
of Cardinal Albani in Rome, who disposed
of his numerous possessions to the King in
order to provide his daughter with a dowry
for her marriage (if indeed the lady was
his daughter and the money was used for
that purpose). There is little to add to the
Gibbs'ollected
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man, of more than one generation. It
contains the effort not only of Cardinal
Albani, but also several collections made
by members of his family, notably by Pope
Clement XI, his uncle. This, however,
forms only the smaller part. The bulk was
formed by the acquisition of the life work
of one of the most remarkable men who
ever lived in seventeenth-century
Rome,
namely Cassiano dal Pozzo, the founder of
the Papal Museum. Cassiano dal Pozzo
was a nobleman from Turin who, at an
early age, became a judge in Pisa and
later moved to Rome, where he entered
the suite of Cardinal Francesco Barberini,
nephew of Pope Urban VIII. He was a
man of moderate means and great intellectual ambition.
His main field of
studies was Roman antiquity,
but, a
child of his age, he found the expression
of these studies in contemporary artistic
life and, to some extent, gave a lead to the
artistic life of his period. As a patron of
Poussin, who worked for him as a draughtsman, and found so much inspiration in the
result of dal Pozzo's studies, and as a
collector on a wide scale of drawings by
masters of the sixteenth century and of
his own day, he tried to bring together in
visual form a panorama of Roman life
seen through the eyes of a contemporary
of the great baroque artists of Rome.
The vicissitudes of dal Pozzo's collection
resulted in the loss of the majority of
drawings apart from those acquired by
King George III in the famous transaction
of 1762, when Winckelmann was robbed
of so much of the material for his own
studies. What remains at Windsor, however, is of the utmost importance and can
roughly be divided into four categories:
artist's drawings;
records of Roman
sculpture and of objects of daily use in
antiquity; records and designs of Roman
buildings; records and designs of buildings
of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
inspired by Roman buildings.
There are few names among the
architects represented in the dal Pozzo
section of the Albani collection which
suggest buildings of the first rank. Yet
what exists in this part of the Windsor
collection gives a great number of additional references to the architecture of the

story of the transaction with Consul Smith,
apart from the fact that the Royal
collection was enriched not only with a
large number of paintings, notably those
by Canaletto, but with a vast number of
architectural drawings as well, records of
buildings in Venice and other cities, and
manuscripts written and partly illustrated
by Antonio Visentini.
In addition to romantic suggestions,
there is more that can be said about the
sale of the Albani collection to the King.
The story has a proper eighteenthcentury setting in which the names of two
architects play an important part. James
and Robert Adam were mainly instrumental in the transaction; Robert discovered the readiness of the Cardinal to
sell his possessions, James finished the
transaction with a flourish. He visited
Rome in the spring of 1762, playing the
part not of an architect but of a dilettante
who travelled with a large suite of craftsmen and servants. He got permission to
visit the Cardinal's
palace near the
Quirinal and there got into touch with a
German who had the official title of
librarian and secretary to Cardinal Albani.
The German's name was Johann Winckelmann and he was the man whose book, the
History of Art in Antiquity, was destined to
surprise the learned of Europe and to
have a lasting influence on the study not
only of the art of antiquity, but of all art,
for it forms part of the basis on which
the history of art still rests. Winckelmann
was at that time studying some of the
drawings, particularly those dealing with
antique sculpture, which a little later in
the year were to go to England.
This would not be the place to describe
the Albani collection as a whole as it
exists in the Royal Library. The greater
part of the drawings are artist's drawings,
among which Raphel's and Michelangelo's
are the best known, but it includes works
by a great number and variety of other
masters. The drawings show us something
of the predilections of an eighteenthcentury collector, predilections peculiar to
that age.
It is in fact incorrect to talk about 'a
collector', because the Albani collection as
it exists now is the work of more than one
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16.

The Castello

Rome, before
Sant'ngelo,

1669.

Watercolour, probablp
Carlo Fontana
(Salzburg Library

Muzio Oddi. At least half of the contents
of these volumes was, again, a collection

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, notably in Italy, but not in Italy alone. It is
interesting
to find also the work of
architects who were not of Italian origin,
but who spent years of study in that
country. Among these is Philibert de
1'Orme, the great architect of the French
whose drawings,
Renaissance
together
with those of Vignola, are among the most
important of the material provided here.
Tracing the history of collections like
those of Cardinal Albani's architectural
drawings is like finding a box inside a box.
We find here, for example, the greater part
of the designs made between 1690 and
1710 by that prolific architect Carlo
Fontana, who never designed a building
without presenting his patron (in this case
Clement XI) with a number of different
versions to chose from. He also was a
collector himself and this is reflected here.
Another section is represented
by two
volumes inscribed by the comparatively
unknown
military architect of Urbino,

brought together by an architect for his
own use. This is not the place to go into
detail about the contents of the collection
of architectural drawings in the Royal
Library. It is enough to say that the
and arranging
of such a
cataloguing
number (over two thousand) of disparate
items is no light task.
One remark of a more general character
can, however, be made about this. It
has become clear that there is nearly
always a link between the collections of
which
I have
architectural
drawings
enumerated at the beginning of this essay
and the Albani collection at Windsor. One
often finds a set broken up and spread over
different capitals of Europe. Another more
obvious point is that when George IV
gave (or is is 'sold') the old Royal
Library to the nation, to be placed as the
King's Library in the British Museum,
some manuscripts and volumes of drawings

by
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An architect's drawing was and is in
many cases a collective effort of the
architect himself and his assistants. This
inherent lack of individuality
is another
drawback for the student of architectural
drawings, for attribution thereby becomes
a matter not of stylistic evidence so much as
of intrinsic and circumstantial evidence.
To identify an architectural drawing one
needs data concerning finished buildings,
even more data than one needs in identifying a drawing for a picture. This, however,
the significance of
does not diminish
architectural identifications. They enhance
the study of the history of architecture and
provide in most cases a rich source of
historical research.

were separated from the main part which
remained at Windsor.
Another, perhaps more intriguing, fact
became evident when the library of the
Adam family of architects was sold in
181 L A fair number of drawings and
were bought by Sir John
manuscripts
Soane and turned out later to have
originally belonged to the Albani collection, but which had not been transferred
to King George III. These items are now
in the Soane Museum in London.
Architectural drawings, as has been said
before, are not always objects of beauty.
They also lack the attraction of being
individual pieces in which the hand of one
man and one man only can be recognised.
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